Nucleus Software
Batch 2009 & 2010

Eligibility : B.Tech (CS, IT), MCA

Criteria : 70% throughout Academic Career

Selection Based on : 1. Aptitude / Tech Test
2. Group Discussion
3. Personal Interview

About NSBT:

NSBT (Nucleus School of Banking Technology) launches the first certification program that promises an exponential growth in the banking and financial domain for students. The program would transform students into a skilled banking software professional with the right insight and right application of learning - effectively.

Post the 4-month certification program, students would get an assured placement with Nucleus Software.

The eligibility criteria for selection, assessment process, course fee and other relevant details of the program are mentioned below.

Best of Luck

Prof. (Dr.) Ajay Rana
Director
NSBT Certified Software Professional (NCSP) Program

with an option of specialization in:
- Software Development
- Software Testing
- DB/AS Administration

Assured placement with Nucleus Software

NSBT education is more than acquiring professional skills or textbook knowledge. It is more than landing that first great job after certification. It is about building the foundation that your long and successful career will grow on.

NSBT is a unit of Nucleus Software, the leading product company with a focus on the Banking and Financial Services Industry (BFSI). Nucleus Software’s product, FinnOne, has been the highest selling lending product in the world for the last 3 consecutive years. It is this 25 year rich experience that powers the learning at NSBT.

The Program aims at providing you with the right mix of technology and domain skills.

Course commences: 1st July 2010

Contact Us...
nsbt@nucleussoftware.com
OR
+91 120 4031400

A complete Development Program

Inaugural offer: Only Rs. 50,000

Eligibility
- BTech CS/IT, MCA
- Min 70% thru Academic Career
- Selection based on Aptitude/Test, Group discussion, Personal interview

Real projects
- Exposure to BFSI Domain
- Focus is on mentoring than lecturing
- Faculty with Industry experience
- Corporate environment
- Focus on all 6 NSBT areas of Development
- 4 month full time

* Banking & Financial Services Industry

Product or Solution
- Basics of business
- Basics of Banking
- Banking Systems
- Lending systems
- Cash Mgmt systems

Tools & Methods
- Programming / Testing
- SDLC/CMM etc
- Config Mgmt
- Dev/Testing Tools
- Oracle SQL
- Java J2EE
- Oracle 10g & 10gAS
- IBM WebSphere

Technology
- Comm skills
- Time Mgmt
- Self Mgmt

Soft Skills
- Professional Ethics
- Quality Orientation
- Customer Orientation

Ethics